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46 STATE
Hamilton High School seniors have
won 46 California State Scholarships
this year, revealed Principal Mrs.
Josephine Jimenez. The awards are
almost double the number won 'two
years ago at the school.
In 1970 Hamilton students received

24 scholarships; in 1971, 33. Of the
137 who applied this year, 91 qualified on the basis of grade point
average and performance on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test. The final
screening was based on financial
need.

Business Satellite
Approved for Hamilton
..

Through the efforts of the Hamilton High School administration
and Ted Johnson, career counselor,
the school will receive a Federal
grant of $20,000 to establish a business satellite.
Planned for the opening of school
in the fall is an enriched office procedures clasS, aimed at providing
the office skills necessary for immediate employment after gradu·
ation. Open to eleventh and twelfth
graders at Hamilton, as \Wll as
students from all over the city as
part of the occupational skills pro-

gram, the course will be taught by
Bill Shelly..
New facilities, which will remain
at Hamilton ewn if Federal funds
are discontinued, will include a
simulated office environment, including individual desks, electric
typewriters, a dictation-transcription machine, and three to five
transcription machines.
There will also be calculators
and duplicators of all kinds.
The two-period class will offer
credit for high school graduation,
according to Shelly .

Eleven Receive UC Alumni Awards
Word reaching Hamilton High
School from the UCLA Alumni
Scholarship Program indicates that
nine seniors will receive Alumni
scholarships if they choose to attend UCLA. The University of California at Berkeley has announced
that two Hamilton students will
receive Alwnni scholarships.
Among those named are Rhonda
B~r, Helen Hashimoto (Berkeley),
Don Kobashigawa, Jon Kobashigawa, Paula Lang, Thomas Pitchford, Dion Shimatsu (Berkeley),

Howard Smith, Donna Solomon,
Nobuyo Watanabe, and Gregory
Yamanaka.
Other scholarships, including the
coveted Regents' Scholarship, will
be announced later. Several Hamilton students planning to enter various branches of the Uniwrsity of
California will be eligible for the
honor of Regents' Scholar, among
the most outstanding entering
freshman, as they have the perfect
4.0 grade point awrage required.

Bof A Winners Cited
Robert Freedland, a senior at
Alexander Hamilton High School,
has won second place in the general
math:science catagory in the Bank
of America Achievement Awards
competitions, declared school sponsor Mrs. Marjorie Berkes.
Hamillton's other general entry, in
the area of Liberal Arts, was Randy
Moskowitz, who will receive a plaque. In addition to the plaque,Freedland will be rewarded $100.
In the twelve specific categories,
the following students from Hamilton
were named: Art, Barbara Marko;
Drama, Debbie Shapiro; Music,

Michael Booker; English, Milton
Miller; Foreign Languages, Paula
Lang; Social Studies, Steven Rome;
Laboratory Science, nana Bleviss;
Mathematics, Stephen Stillman;
Business, Vivian Szeto; and Trades
and Industrial, Gregory Martin.
Each will receive a certificate.
Department chairmen and counselors made the Hamilton selections.
Criteria for selection included high
scholastic attainment, sense of
responsibility, and evidence of
leadership and promise of future
success and service to society.
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ERS
Because of the unusually large
number of qualified students this
year, the full amount of the awards
allowable by state law could not be
granted. Scholarships to the University of California and private colleges will be decreased by $150, and
those to 'the state colleges by $50.
Among those who won awards at
Hamilton are: Kenneth M. Bachrach, Mark Bentow, Rhonda C. Byer, Debra M. Comfort, Arthur M.
Fliegelman, Dana H. Friedman,
Rhonda J. Gee, Jeffrey S. Harris,
Helen H. Hashimoto, Bryan R. Higa,
Ethel M. Hurwicz, Don K. Kobashigawa, Jon A. Kobashigawa, Jules
M. Kragen, Bruce M. Krohn, Paula
B. Lang, Mary M~ Lee, Ann
Majchrzak, Barbara J. Marko,
Maryetta Marks, Gary Math, Gina
T. Mathews, Wayne S. Muramatsu,
Lorie R. Nemzer.
Also Dale C. Oishi, Susan Y.
Phillips, Thomas E. Pitchford.
Daniel Poyourow, David. D. Robin,
Sandra M. Rubenstein, Manual J.
Salas, Lisa D. Schneider., Mimi
Schreiber, Dion M. Shimatsu,
Frank Siegel, Julie A. Silverman,
Howard I. Smith, Donna S. Solomon, Susan Spitzer, Stephen M. Stillman, Joel L. Strom, Vivian Szeto,
David M. Tishler, Renee F. Urman,
Nubuyo Watanabe, and Gregory A.
Yamanaka.

Hami Ecology
Group Forms
An ecology consciousness workshop has been started to educare
and work towards a better understanding of the envirorunent and
how to liw realistically with it.
The group meets every Wednesday
at lunch in room 705 with Mr.
Leigh Simon as sponsor. "If you
care and want to work constructively, please come and bring any
ideas: suggestions, and criticisms,"
declared Simon.
The group is working to inform
students about ecology by getting
speakers and distributing flyers.
"The group hopes to have a small
ecology library for ewryone to
use, declared Simon. "We are also
working to help pass Proposition
9, the Clean Envirorunent Act.
"Recycling projects are also hoped
for. But \W need everyone's support to see these things become
realities. Ca're enough to have a
place to live in that isn't polluted.
You could start by picking up your
own trash in our school environment."

George Named
Vice Principa
Hamilton High School has finally
received its long awaited boys' viceprincipal, Leonard George.
Mr. George came to Hamilton
from Los Angeles High School where
he served as registrar; he also came
to Hamilton with 13 years of experience at Samuel Gompers Junior
High where over the years he served
as counselor, registrar, health coordinator, and physical education
teacher, and English and social studies teacher.
Mr. George's wife is currently a
teacher of English, speech, and journalism, and is the English Department Chairman at George Washington Caiver Junior High. They have
two children, Leonard Jr., seven;
and Lynell, nine.
Mr. George, a graduate of Simon
Gratz High School in Philadelphia,
went to Virginia State College,
where he received his Bachelor of
Science in 1955. Mr. George, who
believes in continuing education, has
been going to U.S.C. through the
years, and is presently seeldng his
Doctor's Degree, towards which he
has already completed 60 units.
Vice-Principal George's main goal
at Hamilton will be to correct any
interruptions in the qualilty of education.

Yanks Invited
To Mardi Gras
Members of the greater Los Angeles area are invited to participate
in Mardi Gras, the annual UCLA
effort to raise money for underprivileged and handicapped children. The program will be held Friday, April 28, 6 p.m. to midnight,
and again on Saturday, April 29,
noon to midnight.
Mardi Gras will provide entertainment for all ages, including live
bands, spectacular rides, and all
kinds of carnival booths and
refreshments.
Saturday is family day, and
adults will be admitted for $1
if accompanied
by
children.
Children's tickets are 50c. Adults
will pay $1.50 on Friday.
UCLA's program to send children to camp dates from 1936,
when the first 54 underprivileged·
children participated. Since then,
the Uni-camp program . has expanded to include diabetic and blind
children.

Academy Award
Won By Alumnis
Robert Auguste, a 1955 Hamilton
graduate, received a special citation on April 10 in technical achievement for his development of
a crystal-controlled motor for the
35 rrun Aeroflex camera from the
Academy of Motion Pictures.
According to his former electronics
instructor,
Mr. Jack
Brown, Auguste's achievement contributes to the success of motion
pictures as much as the performances of well-known actors.
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Keep SST1 s at LAX--Not on Hamilton Lunchcourt
Many a Hamiltonian gets the
impression that Hami is some type
of self- cleaning oven or garbage '
scow. Why shouldn't he? After all,
when John Doe drops his papers
to the ground, aren't they gone
the next day? No. They have just
been re-located. The wind cannot
rid us of our trash, nor can making paper airplanes out of the
trash rid us of this problem.
Let's analyze what happens to
John's paper after he has improperly discarded it. The paper falls
to the ground, is caught by the
wind, and lands against Mary
Brown's leg. Mary then proceeds to
make one of her famous "Mother's
Supersonic Transport Liners." She
carefully aims her masterpiece and
promptly hits Jimmy Smith in the
head with it. In disgust, Jimmy
crumples it up, and, instead of
throwing it away in those bilious
blue trashcans, lets it, again, fall to
the ground.
Students, this is one hell of an answer 'to Hamilton's litter problem!
Where are the ecology freaks while
all of this litter is going on? They
are placidly eating lunch and drop-

ping their own papers to the ground,
complaining that the custodians
don't do enough around the campus.
What hypocrites! There is only so
much money in the L.A. City school
District, and only so much of that
money goes into maintenance. Aside
from this, our poor custodians have
enough problems keeping our school
intact ·without worrying about some
person who doesn't mind seeing himself or his friends living in a pig
pen.
No one may have noticed, but tU>on the arrival of Spring Vacation,
our floors were scrubbed and waxed,
and the whole campus given a large
scale white glove test. With the failure of' the white glove test, the campus was turned upside-down and ev~
ery piece of trash picked up.
Should the task of discarding trash·
seem to be too mentally difficul't
to perform, then why not think of the
psychological good that throwing away trash can do? Think of your
mllk carton and lunch sack as that
old prune face teacher you hate, and
give the trash a heave into the trashcan. This may no't totally solve the
litter problem here at Hami, but it
is a step in the right direction. K.W

Problems Created
By Priolo law
The controversy .and misunderstanding which has occurred since·
the enactment of the Priolo law is
a prime example of just how destructive poorly and hastily written legislation can be. Laws which
are vague and non-explicit invite
this sort of confusion; they do so
by failing to deal adequately with
all of the ramifications of a problem.
.
We definitely agree with the basic intent of the Priolo Law - the
granting of adult status to those
Californians aged eighteen and ov•
er. We feel it is in natural sequence
to the re-extension of the draft law
and the ratification of the Twentysixth (18 year-<>ld vote) Amendment
to our Constitution.
One of its indirect and unwelcomed effects, however, has been
to jeopardize the education of thousands of Los Angeles residents at
popula.r Santa Monica College. Because annual state support for the
education of a legal adult is $123
less than for a regular student,
California junior colleges which enroll large numbers of high school

Needed: New Ways to Enioy Leisure
According to prominent psychologists, our nation is moving out of
"a period of anxiety" and moving
into "a periOd df depression." They
are finding larger numbers of patients coming to them suffering
from nothing else then the effects
of depression: apathy, restlessness,
sleeplessness, loss of appetite, irriteability, etc. It is obvious to anyone who reads the papers that a
blanket of listlessness has settled

Some careers are
more rewarding.

Learn how you can train, In Jult
I few months, to become a
• M&dlcai Assistant
• Dental Assistant
• Medical Receptionist
Be the girl you were meant to
be, In a rewarding career for
the 70's. Help others and ful·
fill yourself

Call or write today, for our Fretlllut•

trated Brochure. 'Some Carttrw Art
More Rewardlns."

r

1

rJ'HE'BRYMAN SCHOOL,
I~ 8anta Monica 81. W.L.A.
1
Telophone 82S-78ol
1

l!fOUld like a mor. rtwardfN!
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over large segments of the populace.
Most of our contemporary problems stem from this condition. The
increasing use of drugs and intoxicants, increasing crime, increasing
apathy among the young -these
have come as a direct result of
bore<iom and hopelessness.
But is it any wonder that this
condition has resulted in the overindustrialized, too-secure, conflictfree environment? Ours is a nation
founded in struggle and self-denial.
As children we were brought up to
idolize the hard working pioneer
and industrialist who, starting with
nothing, built up his own empire,
founded on his initiative. And yet
we emerge from adolescence to
find that kind of initiative is ·Only
an impediment in the corporate
system that now dominates, that
the frontiers of business and industry are closed for the most

practical purposes to the individual, and that high positions go,
more often than not, by family and
influence rather then by talent.
Many become frustrated, finding
no satisfaction in their profussions.
Some people, in these circumstances, turn to some avocation,
such as painting, gardening writing, or some such. But most can
turn only to the television set, or
Harold Robbin's latest book, These
people have never learned to do
anything but work and are going
out of their minds over their inability to enjoy their leisure time.
Learning simply how to enjoy life
is not easy, and without six days
of labor to distract them, they cannot cope with their situation.
The schools must re-evaluate
t h e i r curricula to effectively
help this and succeeding generations to prepare for lives of leisure,

The tours
that aren't...

graduates have been faced with
drastic revenue cuts. The L.A. Community College District, which
makes special arrangements for its
students to attend SMC, was forced
several weeks ago to cancel its contract..
Temporary remedial legislation
in the state legislature has only
postponed this situation for one
year. Though Los. Angel~s residents
will be allowed to attend SMC dut:oing this time period, there is no
guarantee that the situation will
be either satisfactorily or perman.
ently resolved.
This situation, which caused so
much anguish in the community,
only underscores the shameful inadequacy of some of our ·lawmakers.
When politicians write legisla-.
tion it should not be necessacy a
short time later to write clarifying
legislation. Legislators, in their haste
and zeal to cater to newly enfr.anchised vop11g. g!oups, should
not write poor ahd Jnadeqliate
laws. Each potentiaf law should oe
thoroughly and competently analyzed and the possible ill effucts
brought to light before its passage.

M.M.
or face increasing drop-out rates.
People will have to learn to find
pleasure in their own activities.
Interests in the arts, cralts, sports,
and trades must be encouraged,
starting in elementary school. In
other words, the presently held
philosophy of living for the future
must be modified so that people
may learn also to live for today
and to prepare today to enjoy activities that will be their salvation
after retirement.
G.G.

DRIVER TRAINING

...,q.,~
SPECIAL
DRIVER TRAINING
COURSE

$44.50
Penny Bros.

463-8755

(For High School Graduates & College Students Only)

EUROPE - 6 or 8 weeks
EUROPE & ISRAEL -11 weeks
via scheduled
flights on:

AIR FRANCE

Our non:regimented tours of Europe and Israel. We take
you to the cities, then you decide what you want to see
while there. You'll have rooms in the top tourist hotels, a
private bus, and plenty of free time to explore on your own.
That's why our tours aren't really like tours.

experiments
in travelling, inc.
4419 Van Nuys Bl., Sherman Oaks, eA 91403, (21,3) 986·2411

$J5 DRIVER EDUCATION
't DRIVER TRAINING
DRIVER ED: Private lessons to
shorten course - Permit prepa·
ration and O.M.V. trip.
DRIVER TRAINING: Fundamen·
tals of vehicle control- City and
Freeway defensvie driving techniques-Canyon driving-Speed
& Emergencies. Private lessons.

Defensive Driving Schools
MEMBER NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

From the Valley

From LA.

989-2040

653-9030

Home office: 8350 Wilshire Blvd., Bev. Hills
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Fly Us: Fly
Federalist
'

We, the crafty engineers who have
put together all of the previous Federalist aircraft, feel that it isn't necessary to replace our present model.
There aren't too many constructive
reasons why we should change the
structure of our product. Students
who fly us rely on its great features,
including a crew who tells it like it
is . Some say that our crafts provide
the fastest service in the West. Others like the planes' foi.Jr page issue
which iS responsible for the success
of our airline. Those who appreciate
our company know that every inch,
every line is constructed to perfection. Among other things, our athletic supporters enjoy wide space between columns.
Despite the mounting factors that
make our crafts "The proud birds
with the black mastheads," an elite,
intellectual group of students finds it
its business to reform our present
aircrafts. Their primary concern is
the inside appearance, so they went
ahead and used our materi3.!. to test
a model they call the SST or Super
Sonic Transportpage.
A few minor changes were made
when these students turnd the Federalist into an SST. When the plane
is constructed, the cockpit is on the
front tip; whereas ours (since· we
guide the plane in flight, we call it
the staff box) always ends up on the
tail-end. An enlarged cockpit could
force the SST into offerlng the only
coach with no leg space (keep that
in mind, phys. ed. teachers).
(Continued on page 4)

Could You Be · JV's Split
Student Officer? 18-3 loss; ll-2 win
The Educational Testing Service,
the company which prepares both
the SAT and the Achievement Tests,
has come. up with a new exam-the
Student Government Qualifying Test.
Prospective candidates for student
body office, we have been informed,
will be required to take the SGQT
and then their results, scored on a
scale from 200..800, will be released
to the student body.
Below is a sample test which is
very similar to the actual exam.
Take it under actual test conditions,
allowing no more than 15 milli-seconds for each response.
1. You, a Student officer, have just
been blasted by the Federalist
a,s a "do-nothing, power hungry
'idiot." You immediately: A.
Write a letter to the editor explaining why you are not a "donothing, power hungry idiot." B.
Write a letter to the edftor why
you are. C. Stage a tantrum in
the Fed Office doorway. D. Hold
a pie eating contest.
This is a relatively easy question
which tests your knowledge of how
to handle a troublesome situation.
You can, of course, inunediately eli·
ruinate choice "A" as idiocy. Though
choices "B" and "C" are at first
plausible, they are neither as eHec·
tive nor as forceful as the correct
answer, "D."

Seven Participate
In Study Program
This semester here at Hamilton
there are seven students involved
in "independent study." Under thiS
.
.
program eac
picks. a proJ. h student
.
ect on which he will work mdependently for the entire semester. Also
each student has a member of the
faculty who acts as his sponsor, and
who gives him his grade.
The following are the students invalved, their sponsors and their
areas of study: Glenn Gazin, working under Miss Deborah Bissiri,
1s studying the Truman-MacArthur
controversy over the Korean war.
Barbara Marko is working with Mrs.

-~-·-···_._..

...

Ellen Grim on printmaking, types,
and their advantages and disadvantages. Richard Milicov and Alan
Rich are also working with Miss Sis~ · prepanng
·
th emse1ves for the
sm,
advanced placement test in European History.
Jacqueline Price, sponsored by
Mr. Robert Ewing, .will be studying
the class of Chondrichthyes and Osteichthyes.
Esther Zack, working with Miss
Marianna Gott, is studying Mammalogy.
Finally, John Childers is working
with Mr. Morris Gayner on the history of U.S.-CUba relations.

..

t

2. A student asks during an assem.
.
bly JUSt what ~e hell ~oes 0~ m
student .council. The firs~ th~ng
you do 1s to: A: Have hrm arrested for swearmg. B. See how
many times you can use the
word "relevancy" in your reply.
c. Call him a "do:11othing, power hungry idiot." D. Hold a pie
eating contest.
. .
This mode~tely difficult question
tests your aptitude for handling pub·
lie relation. Letters "B" and "C"
can easily be eliminated. Though
you might be tempted to choose
"D," the only permanent solution is
letter '!A."
Now try these on your own:
3. You are informed that the students would be interested in
having a distinguished speakers
program. To get get a distinguis~ed speaker you: A. Send
a mrmeographed letter to the
President of the U.S. asking
when he can make it. B. Send
a letter to the Vice:president
asking when he can't make it.
C. Invite Herbert J. Flinklebozuer, Mayor of Cuckamongo. D.
Wait for them to come to you.
4. In a hea:ted council debate, your
opponent insists that the dance
be held at 7 instead of 6. As a
rebuttal you: A. Quote from the
the works of Marx. B. Tell him
that he is morally and gravely
mistaken on such a vital matter. C. Try to schedule the pie
eating contest for six. D. Chal·
lenge him to a duel.
5. You are handed an original copy
of the Alexander Hamilton High
School ConStitution. You immed·
iately: A. Donate it to the
Smithsonian Institute. B. Call
it the "greatest single document
in the history of democracy." C.
Memorize it. D. Line your bird·
cage with it.

I.
,

•

Learn to Drive with the

DRIVING SCHOOL
Kurt J. Herrmann

Established 1948
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'P«#Wt ?t01tl4t
Corsages and Bouquets for
All Occasions
8945 W. Pico Boulevard

f

272-2123

ACADEMIC GUIDANCE SERVICES

FLAIRS,
CORDS,
JEANS,
and SHIRTS
410 N. Canon Drive

Earlier in the season the Hamilton
High School Junior Varsity. ~aseball
Team suffered a demoralizing loss
at the hands of the Venice Gondoliers.
In that game the Yankees had ral.
.
~1ed to .tie the score. at 8-8, but lost
~t when they committed ~o ~rrors
~ the top.~ of the la~t mrung to
give.the.visitors a 9-8 VIctory.
This trme J:?e game would be
played at Vemce, and the Yankee
team, minus pitcher Bobby Feldman was all set to even the score.
B~d Kane started for Hamilton
and got into trouble right away. The
first two Gondolier batters singled
and scored when the third batter
was safe on an error. The next bat·
ter also singled, knocking in another
run. He scored, as did the next man,
when the Yankees made another error. It was to be just one of those
days as Coach Shimazu used three
pitchers; the Yanks lost their fifth
game by the score of 18-3!
The Hamilton JV's, still seeking
their second win played host to the
Crenshaw Couga'rs~ In the visitor's
first time at bat it looked as though
the Cougars would have an easy win.
Starting pitcher Bennet Eberstein
walked the first man, opening the
door. The second man singled, and
the third was safe on a fielder's
choice. Another single and an error
yielded two runs, both unearned.
Now, the Yank-ees finally started
to swing their bats. In their half of
the first inning, four bunts, a walk,
and a fielder's choice, brought home
six Yank runs, which were enough
for the win. Eberstein gave up
only one hit the rest of the way;
Hamilton went on to win, 1lo2.
Left-fielder Glenn Bisquera walked
three times. He is still second on the
team in batting average behind El·
vin Newbill. Bennet Eberstein's
earned run average remained at 0.00
through the 13 2/3 innigs he has
pitched.
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820 So. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles
is now ec:c:epting students for

Preparation for Scholastic Aptitude Tests
20 hours of intensive drill In both verbal end meth erees
Clenes forming immedietly

657-4390
278-0155
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Aquamen Beat Dolphins Trackers Win;
By Jay Marmer
Staff SportBwriter

In wflat coach Ron Price termed
as a total team effort, the Yanks on
April 10, defeated the strong Palisades Dolphins, 51-44, to mark the
first time in school history that a
Hamilton swim team has drowned
the Dolphins.
The win, which gave the Yanks a
2-2 league record and a 5-2 overall
mark, assured Hami aquamen of finishing this year better than .500, and
possibly in third place in the Western League.

Jim Sanders, a junior for the
Yank's, was credited by Price for
his strong swimming in the Pall
meet.
"Jim faced one of the toughest
competitors in our league, the Dolphins' Eric Shargo, and he posted
key wins in the 200 freestyle and
100 backstroke," commented Price,
who also cited varsity swimmers,
Mark Wasserman, Allen Binder,
Eddie Hayashida, Alan Compito, Bill
Childersand, the Kobashigawa twins,
Don and Jon, for their ontstanding
performances.

Varsity Batsmen Drop 3
Now 2-8 in Western League
"My glove hand swelled to almost twice its size; that's how
hard Tony was throwing," commented star catcher Henry Kimmel
on the near brilliant pitching performance by Tony Strickland.
Strickland retired the first ten
men he faced and protected a
slim HI lead going into the bottom
of the sixth when the dam burst
and Pall scored seven unearned runs
on two costly errors on Scott 0noda. Hamilton's lone tally came
when Kimmel walked, advanced
to third on Tony Strickland's single, and scored on Keith Friarson's
s,queese bunt. Despite the 7-1 loss,
Hami outhit Pall 6-5.
Steve Swanson used a light run
first inning to breeze to an easy
13-5 win over Crenshaw High. Key
hits in the first inning were sup-

SST
(Continued trom page S)
Sanitarily speaking, the SST can
onlY take so much, whereas our
craft has room for anything. On the
whole, the students who produce the
SST are concerned only with the
sporty look in aerial machines but
don't consider the type of problems
that our grammatical technicians
iron out, like the plane language.

plied by Ronnie Smith, Dennis Axbeau, Steve Swanson and Kimmel.
Shortstop Ronnie Smith finnished
with six REI's, including a two homer.
In other action, Hami lost to
Uni .High 5-1 and Venice High
17-3. The Yank record is 2-8.
GROUNDERS:
Ronnie Smith and Keith Frierson
ha~ been hitting very well of late.
In the Uni game, John Moore
pitched well in spots.

Records Broken
The week before, Hami had beaten.
Palisades, 68-50. Five school records
were set that day. Tom Pitchford
ran a 4:31.4 in the mile, John Fuchs
ran a 1:58.5 in the 880, the mile relay team, composed of McLurkin,
Otis, Qualles, and Fuchs, ran a
3:27.1, Anthony Love had a 60'4%"
in the shot put, and Paul Wallace
leaped a 23'8%" in the long jump.
The next week was circled on the
Hamiton Athletic calendar. The
Yanks hadn't beaten University in
the last decade, but this year the
team felt that it had a good chance.
Without the assistance of top athletes, Dettmer and Miller, the Uni
team was ailing.
As the meet opened, Michael
Floyd won the 120 yd. HH. The 440
yd. relay team coasted to an easy
victory. John Fuchs next won the
880 in a time of 2:00.4.
Then the great times started to
come in. The shot put results were
announced, showing that Anthony
Love again broke the school record
with a put of 60'9%". Paul Wallace
won the 100 in a time of 9.6, the
best time in the city this year.
But then the meet started to turn
around. Uni swept the mile, took a

first and third in the high jump,
and took a first and third in the 440.
Rod Martin jumped 6'2", but lost
in a jumpoff, to take a second in the
high jump. Milton Qualles ran a 51.8,
to lose by one tenth of a second in
the 440.
Hamilton, feeling the pressure, responded well. Floyd again took a
first in the other hurdle event, the
180 LH, and Wallace won both the
220 and the long jump with a time
of 21.7 and a jump of 22'6lh".
The meet looked pretty well in the
bag with Hamilton having 57 points
and there still being three events to
go. But Uni sweeps in the pole
vault and the two mile put the outcome of the meet on the shoulders
of the mile relay team.
McLurkin started out well, running
the first leg in around 53 seconds.
The baton then went to Walker, who
gave Hami the lead by about two
seconds. Qualles extended the lead
even further, so that when Fuchs got
the baton, Hami was an easy victor.
John coasted around the track and
anchored the win in a time of 3:29.7.
Final score: Hamilton 62, urn.
versity 56.

Tennis Hopes Drop Abruptly
Wilth their record an impressive
3-1 and tied for second place with
Uni, the Hamilton tennis team met
the Warriors on Thursday, April 20,
to decide sole possession of the runner.up spot in the Western League.
As number one man Earl Prince
was still hindered by a sore shoulder, fellow tenth grader Renard
Johnson took over the top singles
spot. Johnson was matched against
Arthur Lee of University. Playing
shoddily, Johnson couldn't get unwound and lost the match 6-4, 6-4.

Second man Jon Goldstein played
solidly but went down to defeat 6-3
6-1 at the hands of Kevin Tate.
Third man Craig Ehrlich succumbed
to John Hoisch 6-0, 6-0. And fifth
man Mike Borodzicz was clobbered
6-0, 6-1.
Soon after these singles defeats,
the two doubles teams bit the du$1:.
The first doubles team of Steve
Rome and Rick Powell lost a heartbreaker 7-5, 7.6(tie-breaker). The
second doubles team of Richard
Bergman and Bobby Fried also
tasted defeat, 6-3, 7-5.
It was then that Hamilton's on!y
bright spot began to shine. Peter
Ziegler, who earlier in the week ex-

tended Pali's Ron Fugle to three
long sets, wore down and defeated
his hard hitting opponent, Jim Hayes
of Uni, 6-4.
The resulting score was Uni 6,
Hami 1. Seemingly, Hami's hopes
for a ci:ty playoff berth are gone.
However, the netters hope that next
time, with Earl Prince in the lineup,
things may turn out differently.
Hamilton's next matches are
against Westchester, Venice, and
Crenshaw(who recently defeated
Westchester 4-3 for the first victory
in the history of the school). The
Yanks are expected to win these
three matches, boosting their record
to 6-2.
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Question: Could anything be more exciting than
watching Roller Derby on Sunday nights?
Come to ISRAELI DANCING on Sunday nights and
find out! From 7 to 9 p.m. at the B'nai Brith Youth
House, 1065 So. La Cienega Blvd. (only 25 cents?)
BE THERE OR BE SQUARE!
(Another dynamic project of your friendly Ombudsman at the Youth
Dept. of the J.F.C.)

Telephone: 663-8484, ext. 354

